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By A. N. Wilson

Hodder Stoughton General Division, United Kingdom, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Hugely enjoyable - Spectator A lucid, elegantly written and thought-
provoking social and intellectual history - Evening Standard As a historian trying to put Darwin in
the context of his time, there is surely no better biographer than Wilson - The Times A work of
scholarship that is hard to put down - Deborah CadburyCharles Darwin: the man who discovered
evolution? The man who killed off God? Or a flawed man of his age, part genius, part ruthless
careerist who would not acknowledge his debts to other thinkers?In this bold new life - the first
single volume biography in twenty-five years - A. N. Wilson, the acclaimed author of The Victorians
and God s Funeral, goes in search of the celebrated but contradictory figure Charles Darwin.Darwin
was described by his friend and champion, Thomas Huxley, as a symbol . But what did he
symbolize? In Wilson s portrait, both sympathetic and critical, Darwin was two men. On the one
hand, he was a naturalist of genius, a patient and precise collector and curator who greatly
expanded the possibilities of taxonomy and geology. On the other...
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A very awesome publication with perfect and lucid information. It is probably the most awesome book i have read. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Dr . Celia  Howell DV M-- Dr . Celia  Howell DV M

Without doubt, this is actually the greatest operate by any writer. It is really basic but surprises within the 50 percent of the ebook. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Mr s. Chelsea  Hintz-- Mr s. Chelsea  Hintz
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